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Stefano Grazioli

Alberto Simoni

NAZILAND

REBELS OF EUROPE

That black spot in the heart
of europe

A journey trough illiberal
democracies from Visegrad to Ukraine

Racist, xenophobic and anti-Semitic
hatred: in the history of reunified
Germany, far-right violence has left
a long trail of blood that has infected
all of Europe.
Stefano Grazioli reconstructs
the history of neo-Nazi terrorism
and far-right groups here and
in the rest of Europe, from the
Second World War through
to the turbulent seventies and
eighties in divided Germany,
and up to the present day.

There is a place in the heart
of Central Europe that is crucial
for the continent's rules.
It is called Visegrád.
Here stands the hard line of Hungary,
Poland, the Czech Republic and
Slovakia against Brussels. Themes:
migrants, justice, rule of law, budget
and European funds. But today the
war in Ukraine has divided them over
Russia, gas and national political
models. An overview to understand
the world of the «rebel countries» of
the Union.

€ 15,00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-52-6

€ 14,00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-80-9

Bigazzi, Fertilio, Germani

Paolo Guzzanti

LIES OF WAR

LA MALDESTRA

The Russian disinformation from
the Soviet Union to Ukraine war

Struggles and passions of the
Italian center-right

Disinformation means much more
than just fake news to Russians.
Lies, masking and deception had
their most widespread application
in the Soviet Union. But this
method is still crucial today for the
Kremlin:Vladimir Putin used this
technique to justify the current
invasion of Ukraine.
From history to the present day,
the book reveals the secrets of
Russian propaganda in the world.

In this book, the former senator and
journalist Paolo Guzzanti analyzes
the origins and reasons for the
failure of Berlusconi's project of an
united and mature center-right,
starting from the misunderstanding
of what the right is in Italy. To this
end, he describes the history and
character of the Italians politicis,
starting with the socialist Mussolini
and arriving at the tragicomedy of
Mattarella bis. An original and
unapologetic analysis of the italian
politics.

€ 15,00 // pp. 224 sewn binding
979-12-80159-84-7

€ 12,00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
979-12-80159-56-4

5

6

Angelo Gallippi

G. Battisti - G. Zuﬀanti

SERGIO MATTARELLA

ESCAPE FROM KABUL

40 years of Italian History

The comeback of the Taliban in
Afghanistan

The one and only complete
biography of a "good" president,
a true man of the institutions who
has always maintained a high level of
approval among the citizens
throughout his seven-year term as
head of the Italian State. From his
family origins to his long political
career in the institutions, up to his
resounding encore as President of
the Italian Republic.
With a preface by the quirinalist
Ugo Magri.

After four missions to Afghanistan
immediately after 9/11, general
Giorgio Battisti has gained so much
experience in the field that now he
is able to share his reflections on the
country with readers. With the help
of journalist Germana Zuﬀanti, this
book provides the opportunity to
take a critical look at the reality of
Afghanistan and its new Taliban
leadership. It also provides an
historical overview.

€ 18,00 // pp. 672 sewn binding
979-12-80159-67-0

€ 15.00 // pp. 208 sewn binding
979-12-80159-38-0

Anna Zafesova

Federico Leoni

NAVALNY VS. PUTIN

AMERICAN FASCISTS

Poisons, intrigues and corruption.
Trials for the future of Russia

Militias and radical parties in the
USA

In this book, Putin and Navalny are
the two key players of a political
clash thirty years after the end of the
USSR. This is a cultural battle and a
generational conflict that could represent a historical turning point or
an epochal disaster for the Russian
Federation and its leader, increasingly isolated in his “bunker” while
other internal powers from St. Petersburg to Moscow try to replace him.

Icons of anger, the QAnon
plotters, the white supremacists,
the armed militia, the radical right.
This book explains with no filters
or partisanship what is happening
today in American society and politics, going back to the origins of the
phenomenon. The book also contains illustrations of the symbols,
logos and flags of the alt-right movement.

€ 18.00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-38-0

€ 16.00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-07-6

7

8

Daniel Mosseri

Giovanni Castellaneta

ANGELA AND DEMONS

ABOUT JOE

The challenges facing Germany
following the Merkel era

Understanding the politics of the
United States of America today

This essay is a useful tool for those
who want to get an idea of the complexity of the times Europeis experiencing amidst environmental,
demographic, digital and multicultural challenges.
The enormous issues that the successor of the Bundeskanzlerin will
face is the perfect lookout to understand the future of the EU. This
book also provides a detailed overview of Germany during and after
the chancellaor Merkel.

The former Italian ambassador in
Washington leads readers on a unique journey through the USA, oﬀering the reader an overview of what
really happens overseas and how
Americans feel about their government's policy. He outlines the culture, ideals and economic prospects
of a dynamic, complex and still dominant country on the international
scene, and that aﬀects us all.

€ 18.00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
978-88-85939-73-8

€ 18.00 // pp. 176 sewn binding
979-12-80159-06-9

Luca Marfé

Alfonso Pecoraro Scanio

YES, WE TRUMP!

A LESSON FROM THE PAST

Who will stop the man?

Rights and ecology from the Seventies to the early years

With a preface by correspondant Federico Rampini and a postface by
ambassador Giulio Terzi di Sant’Agata (two of the greatest experts
on American politics), this essay responds to some of the questions that
the world has about the most unfit
president of the United States, analysing the political, economic and social changes in the USA. Describing
the Trump era and the unique Republican presidential rally is key to
understanding the upcoming political battles in America.

In this book, Alfonso Pecoraro Scanio – founder of the Green Italian
party, known as Radicali –
remember Marco’s Pannella polictics
and highlights his fights
for the environment: from his drive
against nuclear energy to the no
hunting movement, from appeals to
prevent hydrogeological instability to
his hunger strikes, from his fight
against unauthorised building to
denouncing the presence of the
Mafia in Rome.

€ 18.00 // pp. 192 sewn binding
978-88-85939-349

€ 18.00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
979-12-80159-31-1

9

Gianni Tonelli

Andrea Romano

STARVING FOR A GOAL

A PARTY OF A NATION

Confessions of an uncommon
policeman

What we miss and what we don’t
from the communist era

This essay, written by Gianni Tonelli,
former secretary general of the
Autonomous Police Union and now
a PM for the Lega party, reveals the
union's struggles for the rights of
policemen. He shares his personal
experience and the agenda to demand dignity and more resources for
policemen.Preface by former Italian
Minister of the Interior, Matteo Salvini.

This book summarizes the most
intense and dramatic passages in seventy years of communism in Italy.
From the revolutionary party to the
sentinel of democracy in the country. The book traces the political parable and provides answers to the
question of if (and eventually where)
communist ideology is still present
nowadays in political parties.

€ 18.00 / pp. 256 sewn binding
978-88-85939-356

€ 18.00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
978-88-85939-74-5

10

F. Bigazzi - D. Fertilio

M. Stefanini - S. Luciano

BERLINGUER
AND THE DEVIL

THE LAWYER
AND THE BANKER

From Stalin's gold to Gorbachev’s
oil, the secrets of communism

From an improvised premier
to Mario Draghi

This historical book deals with the
political and economic links between the Soviet Union and the Italian Communist Party from Stalin
onwards, through a journey that culminates in Enrico Berlinguer's becoming the secetary of the Italian
Communist Party. It containes revelations on illicit financing, arms trafficking, and spy systems. A final
disclosure involves the Russian political élite after the fall of the USSR.

This essay retraces the period from
Giuseppe Conte as an italian «premier by chance» (as he defines himself) to the unexpected arrival of
Mario Draghi. The authors go over
the stages of the last legislature, describing in parallel the exploits of
«Supermario» and his vision for the
revival of Italy.
This book also provides an analysis
from the pandemic to the great Italian performances through 2021.

€ 14.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
979-12-80159-10-6

€ 15.00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-18-2

11

Maurizio Stefanini

Alexandre Del Valle

ADIÓS VENEZUELA

THE WESTERN
COMPLEX

The end of chavism from Maduro
to Guaido
The first book that recounts the political, economic and social crisis still
ongoing in Venezuela, from its roots
to its recent history.
Readers will find information onHugo Chavez, Nicolas Maduro and
Juan Guaidò, and will learn about
Venezuela’s relationship with drug
traﬃcking, oil issues, political-institutional agenda, and uncertainties on
the international scene following a
hypothetical post-Maduro period.

€ 15.00 // pp. 296 sewn binding
978-88-85939-25-7

12

A short treatise
on removing guilt
The French political scientist
and essayist dives into the theme of
European guilt for the lack of social
integration and the failure of multiculturalism, according to an original
and new vision mostly
focused on the challenge between
Islam, Christianity and Secularism.
Introduction by the European
philosopher Marcello Veneziani.

€ 15.00 // pp. 432 sewn binding
978-88-85939-15-8

M. Mor

P. Manzo

L’ITALIA
È VIVA

THE
CESARE
BATTISTI
CASE

The new and youngest centrist
italian party Italia Viva by Matteo
Renzi, where the most eminent
representatives of the party
implement the essence
of their politics.

This is the abhorrent story of a
convicted «red terrorist» charged
with four murders in the Seventies
and who managed to avoid jail for
forty years, fleeing abroad and
obtaining political asylum in France
and Brazil.

€ 16,00 // pp. 176 sewn binding
978-88-85939-44-8

€ 15,00 // pp. 112 sewn binding
978-88-85939-17-2

M. Tortorella

S. Piazza

ABOUT
BIBBIANO

COPS:
DAMNED
HEROS

Children snatched from their families. A scandalous business revealed.
How social workers and psychologists have written many false reports
for the juvenile courts, pointing out
falsification of documents testifying
inexisting abuses and oﬀences.

Real stories about European police
and their bravery. A journey
that takes a deeper look into the
daily life of one of the most dangerous jobs in the world, described by
investigative journalists .

€ 18,00 // pp. 224 sewn binding
978-88-85939-42-4

€ 15,00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
978-88-85939-08-0

13

SERIES Machiavelli

Mirko Mussetti

THE GEOPOLITICAL ROSE
Economics, strategy and culture
of international relations
In times of war, new terrorist threats
and global economic clashes, the
term «geopolitics» become common
but is subject to reinterpretations
and, in many cases, misuses.
How to have a correct idea of what
it really means? Mirko Mussetti, a
geopolitics and geostrategy analyst,
explains why the study of the discipline matters, and how the lack of
incisive geopolitical policies
leads the nations towards decline.

€ 15,00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
979-12-80159-34-2

14

M. Mercuri - P. Quercia

Nicola Lippolis

THE SINKING SEA

THE EAST FAIR

How and why the West lost
the Mediterrean Sea

Russia and Turkey to conquer
the enlarged Mediterranean

This book traces the event that led
to the current situation in the Mediterranean: from the outbreak of the
Arab Spring and the fall of Gaddafi,
to the centrality of Egypt and Turkey,
and the migratory flows withhuman
traﬃcking crossing the “Mare Nostrum”. With criticism addressed to
European politicians and diplomats,
this book shows how Italy and the
EU have become marginalised in
Mediterranean politics.

At the source of the crises that have
plagued this part of the world, f
ocusing on the role, interests and
interference of Russia and Turkey.
In just a few years, Putin and
Erdogan have dominated the
fortunes of long-standing conflicts,
such as those in Syria and Libya,
exposing the limitations of strategies
and visions of the United States
and the European Union.

€ 16.00 // pp. 176 sewn binding
979-12-80159-21-2

€ 12,00 // pp. 96 sewn binding
979-12-80159-82-3

15
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Giovanni Vazzana

Alessandro Vinci

THE LAST WALL OF EUROPE

AFRICAN POTENTIAL

Cyprus, crossroads between West
and East

Challenges and opportunities for
the continent

This book provides a detailed reconstruction of the genesis and evolution of the Cyprus issue: from the
negotiation attempts that miserably
failed in the recent decades, to the
Annan Plan for the reunification of
the island in federal form that was
rejected in the referendum of 2004,
up to the entry of the Republic of
Cyprus into the EU, which has divided the land in two.

This essay captures clearly an historically positive moment for Africa, focusing on those countries that have
the opportunity to improve their
economic and political status, becoming free from underdevelopment:
Eritrea, Nigeria, Gambia, Mali,
Sudan, Ivory Coast, Somalia, Guinea
and Senegal. This text is enriched by
testimonies and stories of entrepreneurs, politicians and African institutional representatives.

€ 12.00 // pp. 96 sewn binding
978-88-85939-39-4

€ 12.00 // pp. 128 sewn binding
978-88-85939-40-0

Ciro Sbailò

Luiz Scarpelli

DEMOCRACY
IN DISTRESS

THE CORRUPTED

Why we live in a perpetual state
of exception
The policies engaged in Western
countries to tackle the crisis in the
last decade are at the core of the debate between European constitutionalists. On one hand, they denounce
the constitutional problems caused
by government decisions. On the
other hand, they highlight the exceptional nature of the pandemic
emergency. With the contributions
of members of the Italian government.
€ 15.00 // pp. 240 sewn binding
979-12-80159-55-7

Social dynamics and contrasting
strategies
In recent years, the West has enforced important tools to contrast corruption: like the approval of Italian
Law 190/2021 to the establishment
of the first National Anti-corruption
Plan, and the general right of accessing documents to protect whistleblowers. The problem is that similar
measures, common in the whole EU,
still have not eradicated the root
problem: corruption.

€ 12.00 // pp. 120 sewn binding
979-12-80159-61-8

17
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Antonio De Bonis

Giampaolo Pinna

THE BLACK MAFIA

SUBSTANCE STORIES

Nigerian mafia: the phenomenon
and its roots

Reports of big and small drug
operations

This book is an inquiry into a criminal phenomenon that is constantly
expanding: the Nigeran mafia, which
holds the monopoly on drug traﬃcking, human traﬃcking and prostitution between the sub-Saharan Africa
and Europe, threatening public order
in the EU. This book also oﬀers the
compelling testimony of Blessing
Okoedion, a victim of traﬃcking
who had the courage to denounce
her torturers.

This book recounts the real-life episodes of a small group of young operatives of Italian Antidrug Unit, in
the Drug Enforcement Operation
Group. The facts are narrated by
Giampaolo Pinna, the unit commander in the Nineties who managed
the fight against drug traﬃcking between Italy, North Europe and Latin
America. Preface by Giuseppe Cucchiara, Director of the State Police
Narcotics Department.

€ 15.00 // pp. 112 sewn binding
978-88-85939-38-7

€ 12.00 // pp. 224 sewn binding
978-88-85939-89-9

M. Giaconi

E. Battisti

WAR
IN
NUMBERS

SPACE
STORIES

This book maps out the armies and
intelligence services engaged in the
wars of our days. Analysis and statistics useful to understanding through references and updated
numbers - who are the winners and
the losers in the critical outbreaks.

The raw reality of the most important adventures achieved by humankind in space: from the Moon to
preparations for the first human
journey to Mars, from the construction of the ISS to the contribution
of engineers and astronauts.

€ 15,00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
978-88-85939-13-4

€ 15,00 // pp. 176 sewn binding
978-88-85939-14-1

AA.VV.

AA.VV.

AFTER
THE
ISLAMIC
STATE

WHO
ARE
THE
YELLOW
VESTS

How safe is the world today?
This book is the result of the work
of geopolitical experts, analyzing
for each continent the phenomenon
of international jihadism and its
probable future outcomes.

This book examines the numbers,
the data, the history and the political
posters of today’s phenomenon,
helping to understand who they
really are and what they want.

€ 10,00 // pp. 112 sewn binding
978-88-85939-00-4

€ 9,00 // pp. 112 sewn binding
978-88-85939-30-1

19

SERIES intrgo
Alfredo Mantici

S.Piazza - L. Tirinnanzi

ATOMIC SPIES

SEEDS OF EVIL

Original sin of the Cold War

From Al Qaeda to ISIS:
the dynasty of terrorism

Who gave the Russians the secrets
for producing the nuclear bomb?
Dozens of agents infiltrated in the
United States, many of whom were
then «burned» and lost their lives
due to their espionage activities.
For at least fifteen years they
promptly transmitted to Moscow
political and military secrets,
economic and scientific analyzes
and progress on nuclear weapons
reseraches. Their incredible stories
finally collected in a unique story.

€ 14,00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
979-12-80159-69-4

20

The war between Dar al-Islam (a
world governed by Islam) and Dar
al-Harb (the world outside Islam) is
eternal and without compromises.
What’s the final goal? The whole
world in submission to a Caliphate,
according to
Sharia law. Based on this view, the
essay explains the development of
the Islamic fundamentalist movements, recounting the lives of jihadist
leaders and the intelligence operations to capture or kill them.

€ 12.00 // pp. 208 sewn binding
979-12-80159-00-7

Alfredo Mantici

AA.VV.

SPY GAMES

DIPLOMATIC CRIME

The most important intelligence
operations in history

The murder of italian Ambassador
Luca Attanasio in Congo

The former head of the Analysis Department of the Italian internal secret service (S.I.S.De.), already
famous as a detective for the reality
show on Amazon Prime Celebrity
hunted, tells the secret stories of the
most important spies in history: from
Mata Hari to Osama Bin Laden,
from the spies during the American
secession to Edward Snowden and
Russiagate.

A journalistic investigation
about the bloody event of February
22, 2021, when Ambassador Luca
Attanasio and the carabiniere Vittorio Iacovacci fall into an ambush
along one of the most dangerous
roads of the Democratic Republic
of Congo. Inside, the testimonies of
the relatives of the victims. Foreword
by Toni Capuozzo.

€ 12.00 // pp. 176 sewn binding
978-88-85939-67-7

€ 10,00 // pp. 96 sewn binding
978-88-85939-99-1

21

SERIES acqueforti
Chiara Camerani

Chiara Camerani

SEX AND VIOLENCE

SEX AND POWER

Harassment towards women
and men

Politics in bed: the ideologies and
the power of charisma

This book analyses the mechanics of
gender violence from female devaluation, rape and abuse against
women, but also reveals the cases in
which men are the victims.

Power is the greatest of
aphrodisiacs. From Cleopatra
to Mussolini, from Kennedy
to #Metoo, the relationship between
politics and sex, from scandal to
blackmail.

€ 12.00 // pp. 208 sewn binding
978-88-85939-93-6

22

€ 12.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
978-88-85939-96-7

Chiara Camerani

Chiara Camerani

SEX AND RELIGION

EXTREME SEX

From paganism to Satanism, from
Kamasutra to Catholicism

Bondage, BDSM, sadomasochism
e perversions

Mystical ecstasy, abstinence, moral
questions, chastity, sects. From the
rites of paganism to monotheism,
the current relationship between sexuality and the Church.

Everything you need to know about
urges, feeling pleasure and the fulfilling pain in extreme sex. This book
explains the rules of domination and
submission, bondage techniques and
sadomasochism.

€ 12.00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
978-88-85939-99-8

€ 12.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
978-88-85939-95-0

23

SERIES CENTENARY

XXI CENTURY’S CHALLENGES

A cura di Lucio Tirinnanzi

THATS’ THE WAR,
BABY!
The great reporters tell
the front line of information.
An essay on freedom of information
full of exclusive contributions with
leading figures in Italian journalism,
engaged in reporting conflicts and
international crises. With the stories
of those who have lived through
events such as the war in Afghanistan, Iraq and of course Ukraine.
Foreword by Anna Zafesova.

€ 15,00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-93-9

24

A cura di L. Tirinnanzi

A cura di Daniele Moretti

COMMUNISTS
DO IT BETTER

NATURAL
CAPITAL

One hundred years of
communism in Italy

Solutions to the economic and
energy challenge of the century

A book that celebrates one-hundred
year anniversary of the Italian Communist Party. Readers will find rare
testimonies, reflections and personal
thoughts from politicians, journalists
and philosophers to explain why the
Communist Party so greatly influenced European society: in politics as
well as culturally, in international relations as well as in civil rights, in
communication as well as in art.

Entrepreneurs, politicians, economists, activists, academics, great
thinkers and pioneers
of international environmentalism,
gathered for the first time in a work
of «green culture».
Their out-of-the-box ideas, visions
of tomorrow and strategies oﬀer the
reader a complete overview of good
ecological practices and technological possibilities.

€ 18.00 // pp. 240 sewn binding
979-12-80159-12-0

€ 16,00 // pp. 240 sewn binding
979-12-80159-83-0

25

NOVELS
Monica Perosino

Vincenzo Cundari

THE SNOW
OF MARIUPOL

GLI UOMINI
NASCOSTI

A journey alongside the danger

A post Second World War thriller

Since the brilliant opening of this
«novel-truth» or «nonfiction novel»,
you can discover a new literary
talent. Her work cannot be easily
catalogued because it is neither
fiction, nor a diary, but it shares the
traits of the bestsellers such as
Limonov by Emmanuel Carrère.
A polyphonic story that transforms
small people into great characters
and returns the experience of a war
where there are no heroic deeds.

Captain Antelmi is an agent of the
fascist secret police. Loyal to the regime during the Second World War,
he conducted the missions assigned
to him, limiting himself to obeying
orders. But when the war is over,
with fascism defeated and Italy in
ruins, a fringe of the SS chases him
to shut his mouth. A historical
thriller, in which truth and novel
come together in a fascinating plot.

€ 16,00 / pp. 256 sewn binding
978-88-85939-82-0

€ 14,00 / pp. 256 sewn binding
978-88-85939-94-6

26

Luca Speciani

Luca Speciani

THE EXPENDABLES

THE DOCTOR WHO
CHOSE TO DIE

Second chapter of
The Doctor who chose to die.
Having miraculously survived an attack organized by the Big Pharma,
Matteo Rinaldi finds himself in the
middle of a pandemic crisis. To
escape the restrictions imposed by
the government, he chooses isolation
with Flavia, the woman he loves, and
a few other friends.
In the meantime, the drama of an
increasingly suﬀocating health dictatorship is taking place around them.

€ 15,00 // pp. 288 sewn binding
978-88-85939-66-3

Intrigues in Big Pharma
The novel tells the story of a young
doctor and his brave team who manage to disturb the biggest interests
of the pharmaceutical industry.
Fighting for the truth in a corrupted
system, the doctor will become the
target of an attempted murder.
Will he survive?

€ 18.00 // pp. 256 sewn binding
978-88-85939-21-9

27

J. Foresi - O. Sorbini

Gianremo Armeni

JOHN FALCO

THE FOUNDERS

Deep in the web

The only novel about the Red
Brigades terrorist group

John Falco, an apparently jovial sommelier, has a dark side and keeps
many secrets: in fact, he is the leader
of a mysterious group of international hackers. This novel is a succession
of puzzles in which the main character will have to seek solutions to save
many other lives.

€ 18.00 // pp. 288 sewn binding
978-88-85939-92-9

28

The first historical novel by one of
the biggest experts on the Italian
Armed Party, Brigate Rosse. It narrates the diﬀerent phases of the Red
Brigades from its inception to its development, until its final tragic act.
An original work that introduces
unknown aspects of the daily life in
a militia driven by a fanatic ideology.

€ 20.00 / pp. 340 sewn binding
978-88-85939-03-5

Catherine J. Wright

Matteo Castellucci

CONVERTED

FLOP SECRET

The dark tale of a youth
devastated by radical Islam
Two women, a foreign fighter, a terrorist attack, an international spy war
and a dangerous mission to kill the
Caliph of the Islamic State. This
novel narrates a very complex and
contemporary topic connected to
real life: young women poised between a free choice and a forced one,
between fear and strength, between
love and hatred, against the backdrop
of the Syrian-Iraqi civil war.

€ 12.00 // pp. 240 sewn binding
978-88-85939-63-9

Berlino, Londra e Parigi in una spy
story ad alto tasso umoristico. Un intrigo internazionale sullo sfondo e
un (anti)eroe per caso dell'intelligence italiana, che si confronta con
le sfide geopolitiche degli ultimi
anni. mentre i servizi segreti fanno i
conti con la spending review.Veleni
russi e minacce alla democrazia occidentale da sventare. Una scrittura
brillante, tra cinismo alla Monthy
Pyton, scene degne di Una Pallottola
Spuntata e battute fuori luogo, che
condiscono un romanzo innovativo
e tutto da scoprire.
€ 12,00 / pp. 112 brossura
978-88-85939-64-9

29

babilon MAGAZINE
Various authors

Various authors

#TROUBLE IN IRAN

#KIM, DEAD OR ALIVE!

Iranian society after
Suleimani’s death

The future of the North Korean
regime and its leader

Since General Qassem Suleimani
was killed by American special forces, Iran faces new scenarios. The
country’s future has to balance the
weight of its history, Islamic culture
and government challenges, meaning
the duopoly of the ayatollahs and the
Pasdarans, whom influence and
power have turned a great nation
into an armed theocracy, currently in
expansion.

This book examines the North Korean regime and its leader, who focuses all his attention on
militarization and development of
missiles and nuclear deterrents. The
fight against the United States and
other Far Eastern powers, the influence of China, the challenges for
economic development. This book
also oﬀers rare and exclusive pictures
of Pyongyang and the Kim dynasty.

€ 9.00 // pp. 96 sewn binding
978-88-85939-58-5

€ 5.00 // pp. 96 sewn binding
979-12-80159-04-5

30

Various authors

Various authors

#HARD ROCK AMERICA

#RUSSIAN SUNSET

The United States after
the Trump presidency

The downfall
of Putin’s Russia

After the pandemic and the latest
presidential race, the United States
had had a setback. If the domestic
policy of president Trump divided
the country, now Joe Biden needs to
find a remedy. He will need to
change the approach from a “fast
food’ mentality, that devours and
soon forgets to a “slow food” mentality that will ensure a continuation
of the things that have made the
USA the greatest country in the
world.

Today’s Russia is very diﬀerent from
the past era, but maintains worrying
realities that clash with the other
European democracies, like the lack
of freedom of speech and civil rights,
but also its economic development.
The most recent policies of Vladimir
Putin have stagnated the country
and caused dissatisfaction among citizens. Now the Alexey Navalny case
is showing the real face of the Russian government.

€ 9.00 // pp. 120 sewn binding
979-12-80159-26-7

€ 9.00 // pp. 112 sewn binding
979-12-80159-49-6
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PUBLISHING TAILORING
Edited by L. Tirinnanzi

Chiara Clausi

LEADERS

BEIRUT AU REVOIR

The icons of today’s power

The crossroads of the Middle East
between beauty and rubble

Stories and biographies of men and
women who have made their mark
on recent history. With introduction
by international relations expert Luciano Tirinnanzi, this book outlines
the profiles and characters of the
great leaders of our time and includes original pictures and details.

€ 25.00 // pp. 212 sewn binding
978-88-85939-09-7
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A small New York in the heart of
Lebanon. Beirut has always been
there. It does not tire, indeed it
provokes a kind of addiction and
melancholy. Chiara Clausi has a
privileged point of view on the
capital at the crossroads of all Middle
Eastern tensions, a useful guide for
those who want to understand this
piece of the world that is so complicated but indispensable in global
balances. With a preface by
Francesca Mannocchi.

€ 14,00 // pp. 160 sewn binding
979-12-80159-44-1

Massimo Tortorella

A. & M. Tortorella

DIGITAL GAIN

CRYPTO REVELATION

Challenges and opportunities for
a technological renaissance

Why we can’t go back after
blockchain and digital coins

A necessary journey to understand
the economic evolution – or revolution - that digital technologies have
unleashed in this new capitalism. The
author describes his view of the current economic and social changes in
today's society, and oﬀers some solutions in the short and medium-term
for the professional environment and
for capitalism overall.

The story and the secrets of a new
technology destined to stay and that
has already radically changed the financial world as we know it today.
With a preface by White House advisor Edward Luttwak, this is a mustread book for those who want to
learn more about the crypto world.

€ 16.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
979-12-80159-36-6

€ 18.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
978-88-85939-05-9
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A. Bertirotti - K. Bovani

Guido Rasi

BLOCKCHAIN,
THE FUTURE IN OUR HANDS

GENERATION V

This book describes the evolution
of cryptocurrencies, starting from
the early stages of humankind to the
modern era, and how human societies transitioned from bartering systems to “money money money”.
This book also recounts how finance
has altered individual and social behaviours after creation of the blockchain algorithm.

Former director of the EMA, Guido
Rasi, deals with the “V factor”: from
vaccines to variants, from vices to
virtues in containing the pandemic,
from videocracy to communications.
A book that oﬀers concrete answers
regarding matters such as respect for
the right of health and individual
freedom, and the relationship between science and information.

€ 15.00 // pp. 192 sewn binding
978-88-85939-27-1

€ 14.00 // pp. 144 sewn binding
978-88-85939-88-2
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Viruses, vaccines and variants.
A journey into the new normal

Various authors

M. Andreoni - G. Nardone

STORIES OF VIRUS
RESISTANCE

COVID-19 VIRUS OF FEAR

Short stories from
a long quarantine

Science and information in the
time of coronavirus

Thirteen short stories from the #ioscrivoacasa contest launched by the
Italian government during lockdown. The result is a book that
collects the best inedite stories submitted and chosen by a national
committee. It is an original and
enjoyable collection of stories that
shed light on a dark moment in time
for all kinds of readers.

This book was designed to explain
the truth about coronavirus and a
refection about «fake news». The aim
of this book is to allow future generations to have an in-depth understating of the dynamics (even
psychological ones) of the risks associated with epidemics and the health, social, political and economic
consequences at an international
level. This is also a book that pays
tribute to all those who have passed
away during the pandemic.

€ 16.00 // pp. 224 sewn binding
978-88-85939-66-0

€ 5.00 // pp. 192 sewn binding
978-88-85939-85-1 (eBook)
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Catia Buselli

BRIE AND BOOGERs
2-6 years readers
The first chapter of the character «Brie»
recounts the everyday life of a little girl
like any other, who does the things that
are common to all children but can
sometimes get adults into trouble
(in this case, picking her nose).
She does not use 'super powers' to face
challenges and live her days, but learns
them from the people she meets:
a Lady Aunt who distributes magic
handkerchiefs, a Carpenter who mends
hearts, a Mummy who gives kisses
and warms hearts.
€ 15.00 // pp. 32 sewn binding
979-12-80159-72-4
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